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Ice cliffs on Mars (January 2018) 

 

An illustration of what Mars might have looked like during an ice age between 2.1 million 
and 400,000 years ago, when Mars’s axial tilt is believed to have been much larger than 

today.  (credit: Wikipedia) 

For Mars to support life and for life to have emerged there demand water that is readily 
accessible from the surface. There is evidence that in the distant past liquid water may have 
flowed across the Martian surface to erode river-like features, some associated with the 
vast canyon system of Valles Marineris. That feature is thought to have been initiated by 
tectonic forces and perhaps flowing magma, but it shows definite signs of water erosion. 
Water in great volume was released during the Noachian phase of Mars’s evolution possibly 
by major impacts 4100 to 3700 million years ago, during the interval known as the Late 
Heavy Bombardment). Large tracts of the Martian surface that are more muted than Valles 
Marineris show topographic features reminiscent of huge braided stream systems. Water 
may have covered vast, low-lying areas in the planet’s Northern Hemisphere to form an 
early ocean. Yet today the Red Planet seems extremely dry and its thin atmosphere shows 
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only minute traces of water vapour – it is dominated by carbon dioxide. Results from various 
rovers deployed across its surface and from Mars orbiting satellites have, however, revealed 
signs of waterlain sediments and minerals that can only have formed by the breakdown of 
igneous rocks by water. Signs that liquid water continues to flow occasionally down steep 
slopes, such as rill-like features and ephemeral darkened patches, have been much 
disputed. 

Mars does have an ice cap at its North Pole that waxes and wanes with its seasons, but 
rather than melting during Martian ‘summers’ the ice sublimates directly to water vapour. 
Conversely, the polar ices probably form from frost. Yet, astonishingly, there appear to be 
active glaciers complete with flow lines and moraines, but chances are that some of them 
are sediment flows ‘lubricated’ by frost binding together mineral particles and boulders that 
undergoes pressure-induced regelation. Data from orbiting neutron and gamma-ray 
spectrometers reveal that between 60°N and 60°S the top metre of Martian soil contains 
between 2 to 18% of ice, making it akin to terrestrial permafrost. So, contrary to its 
appearance Mars is rich in water, but almost exclusively in solid form. Until very recently, 
the bulk was thought to be as a matrix binding together sediments, accessible to future 
crewed mission in useful volumes only by surface mining. That somewhat pessimistic view 
has now changed dramatically. 

 

Monochrome HiRISE image of a cliff on Mars (the pinkish swath is a simulated natural colour 
image – see below). beneath the cliff is a zone of jumbled ground formed by cliff collapses. 

(credit: NASA) 
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Careful study of fine resolution imagery from the HiRISE instrument on the Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter at latitudes a little less than 60° has centred on cliffs formed by 
recent erosion (Dundas, C.M and 11 others 2018. Exposed subsurface ice sheets in the 
Martian mid-latitudes. Science, v. 359, p. 199-201; doi: 10.1126/science.aao1619). Colin 
Dundas of the US Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona, and US colleagues used the 
multispectral capacities of HiRISE data to study the composition of sedimentary layers 
exposed in the cliffs. In eight cases, the cliffs contained layered, almost pure blue ice tens of 
metres thick and only a few metres below the surface. The cliffs seem to have formed as ice 
has sublimated where exposed, thereby undermining to sedimentary cover. Below the cliffs 
are jumbled zones of collapsed material. Being so close to the surface and underlain by 
apparently ice-free sediments, the layered ice sheets must be geologically quite young. 

 

Simulated natural-colour HiRISE image of a Martian cliff showing nearly pure water ice in 
blues. Note the layered structure that may represent seasonal variations during the period 

of ice formation (credit: NASA) 

Unlike the Earth, whose axial tilt is stabilised to a large degree by the Moon’s gravity, Mars’s 
two tiny moons have little effect of this kind. So Mars’s axis wobbles between its current 25° 
tilt to as much as 45°. This results in large climatic shifts, of which there have been an 
estimated forty over the last 5 million years. At high tilts solar energy heats up the poles and 
releases water vapour by accelerated sublimation to be laid down at lower latitudes as frost 
or snow. Mars’s present tilt suggests that it is experiencing a cold episode so that wind 
blown dust has covered and preserved mid-latitude ice sheets over tens of thousand years. 
Nearly pure ice is easier to exploit than permafrost layers. Yet optimism among enthusiasts 
for a crewed Mars mission and eventual colonisation is tempered by the latitudes of the 
discoveries. While ready supplies of water from ice and CO2 from the Martian atmosphere 
give the ingredients for oxygen, methane through catalysis of CO2 and hydrogen, agricultural 
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photosynthesis and all kinds of other useful chemistry, low latitudes offer the most assured 
solar energy supplies. Latitudes around 55° are frigid and dark during Martian winters; 
perhaps totally inhospitable. So the remote-sensing search is likely to continue in cliffs 
closer to the ‘tropics’ of Mars. 

 

A new kind of seismology (June 2018) 

The detection and analysis of earthquake waves has played a major role in the study of how 
the Earth works for more than a century. Seismology has laid bare the deep structure of our 
planet. Using records from seismographs that showed the arrival times at different sites of 
body waves propagated by a 1909 earthquake near Zagreb Croatian scientist Andrija 
Mohorovičić deduced that the upper Earth was layered. His name is given to the boundary 
between the crust and underlying mantle; the Mohorovičić Discontinuity (Moho for short). 
Applying the principles of wave reflection and refraction to wave-arrival times from major 
seismic events at seismographic stations across the Earth’s surface resulted in the discovery 
of deeper discontinuities in the mantle and the structure of the core. As the number of 
stations increased, largely as a result of the need to detect and pin-point tests of nuclear 
weapons, reversing the principles enabled the 3-D positions of lesser events to be plotted. 
The resulting swathes of seismicity defined the boundaries of tectonic plates, and from the 
varying depths at which earthquakes occurred came ideas about their nature; especially 
important for the mapping of subduction zones. Expansion and standardisation of the global 
seismographic network and the millions of records that it has produced, together with 
advances in their digital analysis, has created the current method of charting deep-Earth 
properties using seismic tomography. A remarkable outcome of such studies is the strikingly 
named ‘ Atlas of the Underworld’. 

Up to now there has been a limit to the scope of such studies, particularly their resolution of 
features in the Earth’s mantle. Almost all the recording stations are on land, leaving the 70% 
of the surface covered by oceans devoid of data. Yet that might be set to change. The 
building of the Internet’s World Wide Web has largely depended on a growing network of 
telecommunications optic-fibre cables that criss-cross the oceans as well as the continents, 
stretching about a million kilometres. Using lasers at each end of a cable and interferometric 
analysis of two light signal that takes up a tiny proportion of the cable’s bandwidth it is 
possible to detect noise due to disturbances of the cable that result from earthquakes. On 
land this is compromised by local effects, such as traffic noise, but the ocean floors are 
remarkable quiet. Giuseppe Marra of Britain’s National Physical Laboratory discovered the 
potential of using optic fibre while testing a 79 km length cable linking atomic clocks at NPL 
and Reading (Marra, G. And 11 others 2018. Ultrastable laser interferometry for earthquake 
detection with terrestrial and submarine cables. Science online publication; 
doi:10.1126/science.aat4458). Purely by chance he observed unusually high spikes in noise 
during 2016. By no stretch of the imagination could they have been caused by events along 
the course of the cable. Curious, he eventually tracked the signals down to a series of 
earthquakes beneath Norcia in central Italy that cause death and destruction between 24 
August and 30 October 2016. With a magnitude of 6.5, the last was the largest seismic event 
in Italy for 36 years. Subsequently, he and colleagues picked up the signal of a far less 
energetic event beneath the Mediterranean Sea (magnitude 3.4) from a cable linking Malta 
and Sicily. 
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Map of submarine optic-fibre cables (credit: TeleGeography’s Telecom Resources) 

With records from three suitably equipped cables an earthquake focus could be located 
precisely using triangulation. Together with the recorded signals, it would also be possible to 
use high magnitude earthquakes detected by optic-fibre cables to add to conventional 
seismic tomography, thereby sharpening the 3-D images of the deep Earth, which at present 
are plagued by blurring of much useful detail. Since both submarine and terrestrial cables 
might be used, such a method may become a bonanza for geophysicists 

See also: Hand, E, 2018. Seafloor fibre optic cables can listen for earthquakes. Science, v. 
360, p. 1160; DOI: 10.1126/science.360.6394.1160. 

 

A hint of life on Mars (June 2018) 

We can be certain that life was around on Planet Earth around 3.5 billion years ago, if not 
before, because unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks of that age from Western Australia in 
which stromatolites occur contain a black to brownish, structureless material known as 
kerogen. The material is a hodgepodge of organic compounds that form during the 
breakdown of proteins and carbohydrates in living matter. It is the source material for 
petroleum compounds when kerogen-rich rocks are heated during burial. The vast bulk of 
organic compounds preserved on Earth are in the form of ancient kerogen, whose mass 
exceeds that of the living biosphere by about 10 thousand times. A good sign that it does 
represent ancient life lies in sedimentary kerogen’s depletion in ‘heavy’ 13C compared with 
12C (negative values of δ13C), because in metabolising carbon dioxide living cells 
preferentially use the lighter of these two isotopes. Conceivably, 13C can be removed from 
inorganic carbon by metamorphic processes, so low values of δ13C in metasediments from 
West Greenland might be organically derived or, equally, they might not. 

At the time of writing, geoscientists specialising in Martian matters had become excited by 
some results from the geochemical system aboard the surviving functional NASA rover. 
Curiosity has slowly been making its way up Mount Sharp at the centre of Gale Crater near 
to Mars’s equator. Analysis of high-resolution images taken from orbit suggest that the 
rocks forming the mountain are sediments. the lowest and oldest strata are suspected to 
have been deposited in a crater lake when conditions were warmer and wetter on Mars, 
about 3 billion years ago. Curiosity was equipped with a drill to penetrate and sample 
sediment unaffected by ultraviolet radiation that long ago would have destroyed any 
hydrocarbons exposed at the surface. In late 2016, before the rover had reached the lake 
sediments, the drill’s controller broke down. Since then, Curiosity had moved on to younger, 
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less promising sediments. More than a year later mission engineers fixed the problem and 
the rover backtracked to try again. Heating the resulting samples to almost 900°C yields any 
volatile components as a gas to a mass spectrometer, results from which give clues to the 
molecules released. 

 

‘Selfie’ of Curiosity rover en route to Mount Sharp. (Credit: NASA) 

The Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) team report a range of thiophenic, aromatic and 
aliphatic molecules of compounds of carbon, hydrogen and sulfur (Eigenbrode, J.L and 21 
others 2018. Organic matter preserved in 3-billion-year-old mudtsones at Gale crater, Mars. 
Science, v. 360, p. 1096-1101; doi:10.1126/science.aas9185). The blend of pyrolysis 
products closely resembles those which form from heated terrestrial kerogens and coals, 
but also from pyrolysis of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites. So, the presence of Martian 
kerogen is not proven. But the results are so promisingly rich in hydrocarbons that another 
weapon in SAM’s armoury will be deployed, dissolving organic compounds directly from the 
drill cuttings. This may provide more convincing evidence of collagen. Yet only when 
samples are returned to labs on Earth will there be a chance to say one way or the other 
that there was once life on Mars. The results reported in Science’s 8 June issue will surely 
add weight to the clamour for the Mars 2020 sample-return mission to be funded. Whether 
or not anything is living on Mars demands a great deal more investment still… 

 


